
 

 

Youth Exchange 

Topic: " The youth and the drugs: a film to 

everybody ..." 

 

Substance abuse as a social phenomenon is all the more worrisome because of its prevalence among 

youth. Over the last two decades or so, countries all over the world have seen an alarming rise in the 

incidence of substance abuse amongst the most productive and crucial section of their populations.  

In Europe, It is estimated that over 70 000 lives were lost to drug overdoses in the first decade of the 

21st Century. Reducing drug-related deaths, therefore, remains a major challenge for all of us. In 

another report of the European Union, the 17 year olds consume the most comparing the other age 

groups, and almost four out of ten say they have already consumed drugs at this age.  

The majority of conducted researches confirm that there is no single reason for teenage drug use, 

the influence of a friend, misinterpretation of movies and TV shows that involve drugs, boredom, lack 

of self-confidence, rebellion and mainly misinformation. 

Young people consume drugs thinking to change something in their lives or forgetting some 

precarious life conditions. The wrong idea of drugs as a solution is to be corrected because  the 

consequences of drug addiction is much more worse than the problem the consumer is trying to 

solve by taking this substance. 

Our Project 

If substance abuse is to be tackled, then it stands to reason that the people who should lead this 

effort must be youth themselves, since they know their own needs better than anyone else. 

 In order to empower concerned young people who want to DO SOMETHING about drug abuse, we 

come out with this project to bring Youth Groups from Europe, started the process of putting 

together film-making as a tool for youth groups to use when they want to organize and start taking 

action against substance abuse, in addition to other tools to carry out an awareness campaign. 



Every young participant should by the end of this exchange know how to design a raising awareness 

campaign of the harms of drugs for himself, for his immediate environment, school and community 

relationships and contribute to build his country.  In our project, we encourage participation of young 

participant living in precarious conditions and disadvantaged neighbourhoods. 

“The participants should be aware that the way films are supposed to be is we are 

taught a lesson and it connects to us and it makes a change” 

Peer-to-peer approach: 

Young people are usually much more effective than adults in communicating prevention 

messages to other young people because they share similar experiences, use similar language, 

and their interactions are often more authentic than those of adults. That is why we will invest 

on the creativity of the young participants to shoot original awareness-raising films, 

addressing meaningful messages to not consume drugs. 

Project objectives: 

 Making short movie entitled "Let's talk about drugs among young people ..." 

 Inform young people about the dangers of drugs 

 Enable young people to carry out an awareness campaign in their school, high school or 

college by providing the necessary tools. 

 Making a custom or documentaries on drugs by young people for young people 

 

 Realize some interviews with youngsters which were in contact with drugs (example: 

My name is Ouz and here is my story with the drugs "during all the time where I have 

been taking drugs, I was thinking that I can cope with my life and that everything is 

going well. But I destroyed everything I built up and that's why I got striked in my 

life. I cut the relations to all of my friends who didn't take drugs and I broke with my 

family therefore I had no friend apart from the other drug addicts. Every day turned 

around one sole thing: how to find the money to buy the drugs. I would have made 

anything to be able to take drugs. It was the only thing which counted in my life.") 

 

Zatingo The association is directed by a filmmaker Ms. Zalissa Z, which is a great 

added value to this project. She will put her skills to serve the young participants and 

accompany them to make a documentary about drugs with a personal touch and in a 

creative manner. 

 

 



Target public:                      Young people of 17 to 21 years. 

Partners :                                 3 European partners 

Working Language :                French and English 

Number of participants:    30 participants  

Date of realization :               from the 12th to the 18th October 2015  

Place :                                        Angoulême (France) 

Duration of the project (activity) :      07 days  

Contact:                                   M. Zalissa 

 

 

 

  

 


